Local Deviation Coefficient based Outlier detection for Scattered Data
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Abstract: Outlier detection technique is applied in variety of domains like intrusion detection, health care monitoring, human gait analysis, etc. There are 2 main types of outliers: Global and local. Global outliers are the extreme data values in a dataset whereas local outliers are the data points within a range but much less or higher than other dataset values. Lot of work has been done in the domain of outlier detection. LOF, LOF with incremental approach, Memory efficient LOF with streaming data are well known outlier detection techniques. Existing approaches focuses on finding of the degree of deviation of local outlier points from the clustered data and failed to find degree of dispersion. The proposed system focuses on finding local outliers on scattered data. For outlier detection, degree of deviation and degree of dispersion is calculated. To make the system memory efficient, the dimensionality reduction and undersampling is applied. For dimension reduction principal component analysis is applied. A rough clustering based on multi-level queries algorithm is applied for safe non-outliers points’ elimination. This is undersampling method. This reduces the number of points for further processing. A density-based local outlier detection for scattered data (E2DLOS) algorithm is applied on non-safe points and top outlier are identified. The system will be tested on various datasets downloaded from UCI repository.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Outlier points are unexpected behavioral points in dataset. The outlier points create a special subset of overall data with significant distinct behavior. The subset size is very small as compared to the overall dataset. There are 2 main types of outliers: Global and local. Global outliers are the extreme data values in a dataset whereas local outliers are the data points within a range but much less or higher than other dataset values.

Form large amount of generated data such special informative, unexpected points are extracted in outlier detection process. The outlier detection process has high importance in data mining domain. This technique is useful for researcher and scientist for detailed data analysis. Outlier detection technique is applied in variety of domains like intrusion detection, health care monitoring, human gait analysis, etc.

Generally outliers are the by-product of clustering algorithm. The points which are far away from cluster centroid or far away from its nearest neighbors are treated as outliers. Initially whole clustering process is get executed and then along with the cluster result outlier points are extracted. To remove the dependency of outlier detection technique over clustering algorithm, some new techniques are proposed. These techniques work on the efficiency improvement of outlier detection process.

The initial outlier detection techniques works on finding only global outliers from whole dataset. But in real world scenario, the structure of data and user needs changes the focus of outlier detection technique at local level. The real time generated data is always incomplete in terms of time and space. As compared with the global outlier detection technique, the local outlier detection technique only compared the data points with subset of data i.e. with its nearest neighbor and with the entire dataset.

The local outliers factor (LOF) is widely used local outlier detection technique. Based on the basic LOF new techniques are proposed to deal with real time requirements. The iLOF is extended version of LOF for streaming data analysis. MiLOF is the memory efficient local outlier detection technique over streaming data. The efficiency of execution is improved at two level:

1. Finding local neighbors of test object.
2. Comparison of test object with its neighbors.

These algorithms generate good results on regular dataset. These techniques focus on finding the object deviation from other data entries but do not consider the degree of dispersion of dataset points. These techniques failed to generate accurate outlier points set over scattered structured dataset objects.

For outlier detection process, nearest neighbors needs to be identified. The nearest neighbor of each point is identified from complete dataset. This is time consuming process. For nearest neighbor identification the system complexity raises to O(n²). This affects the system efficiency and infeasible for large volume dataset.

In this research work, a new outlier detection system is proposed which mainly deals with two problems:

1. Find outlier over scatter data
2. Improve efficiency of outlier detection process without hampering the accuracy of detection process.

For scatter data handling a degree of dispersion is checked for every suspicions point. For efficiency improvement, dimensionality reduction and undersampling techniques are used. A principal component analysis (PCA) is a feature extraction technique that reduces the dimensional space by projecting n dimensional data to k dimensional space where k < n. The
undersampling technique removes the safe data-points and generates a subset of data. The outlier detection process works on subset of data and hence reduces the processing overhead. The Rough Clustering based on Multi-Level Queries (RCMLQ) algorithm. This algorithm removes the safe points in a dataset and generates the suspicions candidate outlier list.

Following section II includes the related work done in the domain of outlier detection followed by problem formulation in section III. Based on the problem formulation a new system details are mention in section IV. Section V includes result and discussion and Section VI concludes the paper.

II. RELATED WORK

Breuing et al. [2] proposes a concept of local outlier. Based on this concept, Local outlier Factor LOF algorithm is proposed. This is distance based outlier detection technique. Local outlier Factor value is calculated with the help of nearest neighbor search, k-distance, reachable distance and reachable density. The LOF is useful for finding outlier local outliers in dataset with uneven density distribution. The LOF algorithm has following limitation:

1. The system do not generate accurate results for outlier detection over scatter data.
2. The LOF works only on numerical datasets.
3. The efficiency of algorithm is depending on threshold value of k for KNN.

M-tree [3], R-tree [4] are the techniques for efficient k-nearest neighbor search. These techniques are applied in LOF for finding nearest neighbors to improve efficiency of LOF algorithm.

Zhang et al. [5] proposes a local distance-based outlier Factor (LDOF) based on the local outlier factor. In LDOF algorithm initially average distance of each point with its k nearest neighbor is identified then average distance among all nearest neighbor is identified. Then the ratio of these two values is called as outlier factor. The complexity of system is \( O(k^2) \) because distance between each pair need to be calculated.

Latecki et al. [6] proposes some alteration in LOF algorithm. The distance between each point is replaced by variable-width Gaussian kernel density estimation (KDE). This is a density estimate. Same as LOF, local density factor LDF is introduced. The complexity of this system is similar to the LOF system.

Schubert et al. [7] proposes a kernel density estimation outlier score (KDEOS) algorithm. This technique also focuses on improvement of LOF algorithm using KDE. This technique uses mathematical properties of KDE. This is density based outlier detection technique and uses the normal cumulative density function to calculate KDE. This is applicable on datasets with normal distribution. It is not applicable for all datasets. The system complexity is \( O(n*k*dk) \) where \( dk = k_{max} - k_{min} + 1 \).

Kriegel et al. [8] proposes an Angle-Based Outlier Detection ABOD algorithm and Fast ABOD algorithm for high dimensional datasets. From each data point, its nearest neighbor and angle between point and its neighbor is identified. The system uses weighted variance technique for local outliers’ identification. The complexity of the algorithm is \( O(k^2) \).

Most of the existing approaches focus on finding degree of deviation and not the degree of dispersion. Subn Su, et. al[1] proposes a technique that simultaneously focus on degree of deviation and degree of dispersion. A new Local Deviation Coefficient (LDC) is proposed. The system mainly proposes efficient local outlier detection algorithm (E2DLOS). This method is best suited for outlier detection over scatter data. For efficiency improvement it uses rough clustering algorithm. This algorithm reduces the number of samples for processing. This clustering approach is used as a preprocessing step and this algorithm is work like undersampling technique. The system only focuses on sample reduction and not the dimension reduction.

III. PROBLEM FORMULATION

Lot of work has been done in the domain of outlier detection. The outlier detection is treated as by-product of clustering technique. This hampers the efficiency of outlier detection process. Many techniques in literature are proposed to improve efficiency of outlier detection process.

Local outlier detection is important technique in data mining due to the recent need in data analysis. Most of the existing work focuses on degree of deviation and fails to find degree of dispersion. Due to this these systems fails to find accurate results on scattered data.

There is need to develop a system that finds outlier points on scattered data in efficient manner.

IV. SYSTEM DETAILS

4.1. Preliminaries

1. Attribute Normalization
   
   The attribute value can be normalized using following equation:
   
   \[
   F(a_{ij})=\frac{a_{ij}}{\sum_{j=1}^{n}a_{ij}}
   \]  
   
   Where \( a_{ij} \) is the value of \( j^{th} \) attribute for instance \( i \).

2. k-neighborhood average distance:
   
   The k-neighborhood average distance of object \( o \) can be calculated as:
   
   \[
   N_{k-\text{avg}}(o)=\frac{\sum_{i=1}^{k}d_{op}}{|N_k(o)|-2}
   \]  
   
   Where, \( |N_k(o)| \) : number of nearest neighbor of object \( o \)
   
   \( R = p \% \) \( |N(o)| \)
where \( p \) is threshold value varies from 5 to 20

3. k-Neighborhood Dispersion of Object:

\[
N_k\text{-disp} \text{ of object } O \text{ is calculated as:} \\
N_k\text{-disp}(o) = (N_{nk\text{-adist}}(o) + 1)^N_{nk\text{-adist}}(o)N_{nk\text{-var}}(o) \\
\text{Where} \\
N_{nk\text{-adist}} \text{ Normalized k-Neighborhood Average Distance} \\
N_{nk\text{-var}} \text{ normalized k-Neighborhood Variance of Object}
\]

4. Local Deviation Coefficient of Object:

The LDC of object \( O \) is calculated as:

\[
\text{LDC}(o) = \frac{\sum_{p\in(\mathcal{O})}N_k\text{-dens}(p)}{N_k(o)} \\
\text{Where } N_k\text{-dens}(p) \text{ is k-Neighborhood Density of Object } p.
\]

4.2 System Working

The system takes scatter data as an input. Initially a preprocessing step is applied on the dataset. In this step dimension count of data is reduced using principal component analysis algorithm. This is a feature extraction technique. This technique project the dataset on to the different subspace with reduced dimension count. As we decrease the number of dimensions in the dataset, the time required for processing the data also gets reduced.

After implementing the dimensionality reduction the rough clustering algorithm is applied. This is undersampling technique. Generally the dataset contains very few outlier points. The elimination of safe non-outlier points in a dataset will reduce the dataset size for further outlier detection process. The RCMLQ algorithm generates rough clusters and add label to the inner cluster points as a safe points. The points which are not accommodated in a cluster are called as suspicious points. The suspicious point list is generated using RCMLQ algorithm.

In RCMLQ algorithm core clusters are created. It follows the iterative process and absorbs the points in core clusters based on distribution density of the data. The distance threshold is increased gradually to accommodate more points in a core cluster. The core cluster points are eliminated from the dataset and remaining points are called as suspicious points.

Local deviation coefficient LDC is calculated for all suspicious points in E2DLOS algorithm. Outlier points have high degree of LDC value. The list of suspicious point is sorted based on LDC value and top \( m \) outliers are extracted as an output.

4.2. Algorithm

**Algorithm 1: E2DLOS Algorithm**

- **Input:** Dataset with \( O \) objects,
- **Dimensions:** Dimension count
- \( K \): Nearest neighbor count
- \( MNDis \): Threshold value
- \( MinN \): Threshold value
- \( M-outlier \): Outlier count

- **Output:** Top-\( M \) outlier list

**Processing:**

1. Apply PCA and get reduced dimensions
2. Apply RCMLQ\((O, K, MNDis, MinN)\) and find suspicious point set \( Odoubt \)
3. For each point in \( Odoubt \)
4. \( Otemp \) : Find the k-neighborhood objects
5. Calculate k-neighborhood average distance in normalize form
6. normalize k-neighborhood average distance in normalize form
7. Calculate the k-neighborhood variance
8. k-neighborhood dispersion
9. calculate the k-neighborhood
10. \( Oldc \): calculate the local deviation coefficient LDC
11. sort the objects of the dataset using LDC value
12. Find top \( m-outlier \) objects.

**Algorithm 2: RCMLQ Algorithm**

- **Input:** Dataset with \( O \) objects,
- \( K \): Nearest neighbor count
- \( MNDis \): Threshold value
- \( MinN \): Threshold value
- \( Moutlier \): Outlier count

- **Output:** Top \( Moutlier \) list

**Processing:**

1. Create dataset matrix
2. Normalize each column value
3. calculates the NNDis neighborhood of all objects
4. For all object in \( O \)
5. if \(|\text{ONNDis}| >= k\) then
6. create core cluster \( C \)
7. add neighbors in cluster \( C \)
8. else
9. remove object from \( O\) doubt
10. End for
11. Add remaining points in \( O\) doubt which are not part of \( C \)
12. merge all directly reachable clusters in core cluster set \( C \)
13. if \(|O\) doubt\| \( >= \) MinN do
14. update \( NNDis = 2 * NNDis \)
15. go to step 4
16. else
17. return \( C \) and \( O\) doubt

V. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

5.1. Experimental Setup
The hardware and software requirements are mentioned in table 1 for system implementation and testing.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1 : Hardware And Software Requirements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Software Specification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language: Java – jdk1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development Tool: NetBeans IDE 8.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operating System: Windows 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hardware Specification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAM 4GB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Processor I5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.2. Datasets
KDD UCI[11] benchmark data sets datasets are used for system testing. Following table gives the detailed description of dataset.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2 : Dataset Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sr. No.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.3. Performance Measures
1. Evaluation Time: Execution Time local outlier detection process is captured with pca and undersampling technique, with only undersampling technique.
2. Outliers and its neighbors: The top k outlier with its k nearest neighbors is identified with PCA and undersampling technique, with only undersampling technique.

5.3. Results

Results On Synthetic dataset:
The system is tested on synthetic dataset. The dataset contains 2D data points. Following figure shows the outlier points detected from the dataset. The red color entries are the outlier points. The pictorial representation of outlier points helps to evaluate the accuracy of detection.
Table 3: Time Analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Existing System Time in milliseconds</th>
<th>Proposed System with R-Rate:0.1 Time in milliseconds</th>
<th>Proposed System with R-Rate:0.2 Time in milliseconds</th>
<th>Proposed System with R-Rate:0.3 Time in milliseconds</th>
<th>Proposed System with R-Rate:0.4 Time in milliseconds</th>
<th>Proposed System with R-Rate:0.5 Time in milliseconds</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>2171</td>
<td>2104</td>
<td>1959</td>
<td>1980</td>
<td>1928</td>
<td>1905</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3000</td>
<td>3158</td>
<td>3136</td>
<td>3122</td>
<td>3114</td>
<td>3089</td>
<td>3066</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4000</td>
<td>8724</td>
<td>8618</td>
<td>8474</td>
<td>8217</td>
<td>7864</td>
<td>7503</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5000</td>
<td>23377</td>
<td>23363</td>
<td>23229</td>
<td>23106</td>
<td>23068</td>
<td>22930</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Following figure 2 shows the graphical analysis of system execution time. The system is tested for various data sizes. The time required for processing increases as we increase the dataset size. The processing time is get reduced with respect to the existing system[1] as we decrease the dimension reduction rate.

FIGURE 2 : Time Analysis
Memory Analysis:

The following table includes the time required for processing for outlier detection process for different dimension reduction rate. The reduction rate is set to 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4 and 0.5. If reduction rate is set to 0.1 then the 10% of attributes are reduced from the dataset. As we increase the reduction rate, the attributes in the dataset are get reduced. This reduces the further RCMLQ and E2DLOS processing. This leads to decrease in processing time.

Table 4: Accuracy Analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset Size</th>
<th>Existing System Memory in MB</th>
<th>Proposed System with R-Rate:0.1 Memory in MB</th>
<th>Proposed System with R-Rate:0.2 Memory in MB</th>
<th>Proposed System with R-Rate:0.3 Memory in MB</th>
<th>Proposed System with R-Rate:0.4 Memory in MB</th>
<th>Proposed System with R-Rate:0.5 Memory in MB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>222.8704</td>
<td>222.8627</td>
<td>222.8693</td>
<td>222.8823</td>
<td>222.8938</td>
<td>171.2947083</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3000</td>
<td>374.4219</td>
<td>374.4021</td>
<td>374.3993</td>
<td>374.3735</td>
<td>374.2318</td>
<td>374.273819</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4000</td>
<td>1051.42</td>
<td>1005.582</td>
<td>1005.439</td>
<td>991.6238</td>
<td>956.054</td>
<td>830.0764618</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5000</td>
<td>1386.781</td>
<td>1386.225</td>
<td>1383.04</td>
<td>1381.334</td>
<td>1377.273</td>
<td>1376.982414</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Following figure contains the comparative study of memory requirements for various data sizes. The memory required for processing is captured using Java Runtime memory feature. The memory requirement increases as we increase the dataset size. The memory required for processing is equal or less for less as we increase the reduction rate.

FIGURE 3: Memory Analysis

Outlier Points:

Following table show the indices of points those are identified as outlier. We have compared the outliers indices for different reduction rate. Not a single mismatch is found among all outlier entries extracted for different reduction rate. The outlier indices are same of all reduction rate. The PCA with reduction rate 0.5 do not affect the results of outlier detection process.

The PCA technique reduces the dimension at the early stage as compared to the CDE[1] algorithm and hence further processing overhead of attribute values is get reduced. This leads to improve the efficiency of system.

- During the evaluation, we notice that our proposed approach,
- Generate same dimensions as Existing CDE technique.
- Accuracy of system equal to the existing system
- Processing time is get reduced.
- Less time required for minimum reduction rate.
- Lower reduction rate do not hamper the accuracy.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset Size</th>
<th>Outlier Points</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>1806,976,1466,1008,475,572,1144,1187,1344,1439,218,632,872,864,830,1360</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3000</td>
<td>475,2965,2742,2196,1360,2290,2131,1144,2584,2537,1466,1806,1451,740,976</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4000</td>
<td>1806,1466,2290,218,2742,3640,632,2965,2584,1439,872,3343,2196,3299,1344</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5000</td>
<td>2584,2290,3299,1466,1344,3957,1360,4215,3457,3869,2742,2965,1144,2537,2998</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this research work, the system generates a list of top m outlier points. The outlier points are extracted from scatter dataset. The outlier are identified using local outlier coefficient(LDC). To improve the efficiency of outlier detection process 2 pre-processing steps are applied: in first step dimension in the dataset are reduced and in second step, the amount of data that is needed to be processed for outlier detection process is reduced using rough clustering RCMLQ algorithm. RCMLQ algorithm find the candidate outlier points. The E2DLOS algorithm finds the degree of deviation and degree of dispersion of candidates outlier points and generate list of top m outliers. Based on the execution following points are noticed:

- Outlier detection process generates same results for 50% dimensionally reduced dataset as the original dataset.
- The time required for processing decreases a we increase the reduction rate
- The memory required for processing decreases as we increase the reduction rate

In future system will be implemented on hybrid dataset containing numerical as well as nominal attributes. The system can also be extended for streaming data.
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